OPEN PEER REVIEW and OPEN COMMENTARIES About an experiment
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Is the reviewer an avenger?
Shall he/she wear a mask?
Off the mask: toward a better scientific communication
HAVE A LOOK TO THE EXPERIMENT (in French)

1 // Open peer review branch
https://vertigo.hypotheses.org/category/evaluation-ouverte

2 // Open commentaries branch
http://vertigo.hypotheses.org/category/commentaire-ouvert

A report in English about the experiment is available on the open repository HAL (CCSD – CNRS) entitled

Open peer review: from an experiment to a model
A narrative of an open peer review experiment

https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01302597

… and let's try to annotate it with hypothes.is (https://hypothes.is)
TO KEEP IN TOUCH AND GO FURTHER ABOUT OPEN PEER REVIEW AND OPEN COMMENTARY FOR PREPUBLICATION AND/OR POSTPUBLICATION

JULIEN.BORDIER@OPENEDITION.ORG
TWITTER @JULBORDIER

Experiment report in English
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01302597
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